Abstract. We present BundleMAP, a novel method for extracting features from diffusion MRI (dMRI), which can be used to detect disease with supervised classification. BundleMAP uses manifold learning to aggregate measurements over localized segments of nerve fiber bundles, which are natural anatomical units in this data. We obtain a fully integrated machine learning pipeline by combining this idea with mechanisms for outlier removal and feature selection. We demonstrate that it increases accuracy on a clinical dataset for which classification results have been reported previously, and that it pinpoints the anatomical locations relevant to the classification.
Introduction
Diffusion MRI (dMRI) provides rich information on brain tissue microstructure, which is known to undergo characteristic changes in many neurological and psychiatric diseases. Recently, there has been increasing interest in making this information available to supervised machine learning techniques, in order to predict quantities such as disease status or severity [6] . An important challenge in achieving this goal is to extract suitable features from dMRI. Ideally, they should not only encode the relevant information, but they should also be interpretable, indicating which anatomical structures are particularly relevant.
In this work, we present BundleMAP, a novel integrated system for tractbased supervised learning based on dMRI data. Its name is derived from the fact that it combines manifold learning using ISOMAP [12] with registration and clustering to achieve a joint parametrization of the fiber bundles in a group of subjects. We integrate this idea with methods for outlier removal and feature selection, and demonstrate that this allows us to detect disease, and to pinpoint specific segments on fiber bundles that contribute to the classification. A direct comparison to a previously reported result on patients with systemic lupus erythematosus [8] suggests that our system improves classification accuracy.
Related Work
A key ingredient of our method is the use of manifold learning to achieve a consistent parametrization of fiber bundles. Previous approaches to bundle parametrization have been presented outside the context of supervised classification. Many have required manual specification of start and end points [5, 4] or manual alignment of a cutting plane [16] . Correspondences were achieved by fitting deformable models [15] or matching to a prototype fiber [7] . To our knowledge, we are the first to treat the joint parametrization of fiber bundles in a population as a manifold learning problem. We believe that this is quite natural, and we demonstrate that it leads to automated and robust results.
3 BundleMAP for Tract-Based Feature Extraction
Tracking the Bundles
In the initial step, tract-based feature extraction requires us to track the relevant fiber bundles. We demonstrate our method with a diffusion tensor based analysis [2] , which is the most widely used model in clinical studies. When suitable data is available, it would be easy to extend it for multi-fiber tractography [13] .
Rules for placing seed points for major fiber bundles have been established in the literature [14] . We aim for an automated pipeline that can easily be applied to large groups, without requiring separate user input for each subject. Therefore, we define the seed regions only once, in standard MNI space, and automatically warp them to each subject's individual space using a nonlinear transformation obtained from volumetric registration of Fractional Anisotropy maps, using an established image registration method [11] . Afterwards, the streamlines from all subjects are warped into the common MNI space using the inverse transformation. Performing tractography in the original scanner space allows us to sidestep the difficult problem of correctly adjusting local fiber directions while spatially transforming dMRI data [1] .
Even though image registration is widely used in dMRI analysis, it is known to suffer from inaccuracies, the effects of which need to be carefully controlled [11] . Our approach includes two mechanisms that make it robust against inaccuracies in the registration: We eliminate outliers that arise if the warped seed region overlaps adjacent tracts (Sec. 3.2), and we use manifold learning to achieve the final correspondences (Sec. 3.3).
Eliminating Fibers from Adjacent Bundles
Due to inevitable imperfections in image registration, which we use to place the seed regions in the individual subjects, we sometimes accidentally include fibers that do not belong to the bundle of interest. We perform two types of outlier elimination to remove them. First, many bundles allow for natural, anatomically motivated filters. For example, bundles that are known to connect ipsilateral regions should not cross the mid-sagittal plane. Second, in the set of remaining fibers from all subjects, it is often quite obvious which of them are erroneous, since they follow trajectories that differ substantially from the majority of all reconstructed fibers. We use a one-class support vector machine (SVM) [9] to separate out those atypical fibers.
To this end, we employ the feature vector representation by Brun et al. [3] , which summarizes streamlines using the mean and covariance of their vertices. The task of identifying the atypical fibers can now be formalized by considering fibers as samples of a probability distribution in that feature space, and estimating the support of that distribution. In other words, we are looking for a "small" region in feature space that should contain most fibers, and we discard all fibers outside of this core region.
A key tuning parameter in one-class SVM is ν ∈ (0, 1], which steers the fraction of fibers that will be discarded. In our experiments, we found that values around ν = 0.1 worked well. In order to ensure that results are anatomically meaningful, we allow a human analyst to visually confirm the overall tracking result, and to adjust the exact setting of ν (cf. Fig. 1 ).
Manifold Learning of BundleMAP Coordinates
In our framework, image registration provides an initial alignment of the fibers, which is sufficient to eliminate the need to manually specify their start-and endpoints. However, it does not yet establish a joint parametrization of the bundles from different subjects, which is required for tract-based feature extraction.
Section 2 reviews approaches that have used such a parametrization for statistical analysis. Similar to them, we assume that the core of fiber bundles forms a one-or two-dimensional manifold, on which data can be projected for further analysis. For example, in tract based morphometry, one of the fibers is selected to represent that manifold, and a parametrization is achieved by matching all other fibers to it [7] .
Rather than selecting a distinguished fiber, we follow a more "democratic" approach, in which manifold learning is applied to infer the parametrization from a set of fibers which are all treated equally. This allows for noise and imperfections in all individual fibers, as long as their joint overall shape still indicates the bundle manifold. We focus on the one-dimensional case, since most bundles have a clear principal axis. We deal with the corpus callosum, an important bundle that connects the two brain hemispheres and is distinctly two-dimensional, by breaking it down into smaller segments along the front-to-back dimension.
Our implementaton is based on a modified ISOMAP algorithm [12] : We first build a k nearest neighbor graph (k = 12) on all streamline vertices. The weights of edges that connect points on the same streamline are set to the arc-length distance between them. For edges that connect vertices v 1,2 on different streamlines, we average the projected distances onto the respective tangents t 1,2 , to eliminate the component orthogonal to the underlying manifold:
Computing all-pairs shortest path distances on this graph and performing multidimensional scaling on the resulting distance matrix provides us with the desired parametrization: It assigns scalars to streamline vertices so that differences between them approximate geodesic distances on the underlying manifold.
Tract-based feature extraction requires a joint parametrization for all subjects. Unfortunately, the need to build an O(|V| 2 ) distance matrix makes it prohibitive to simply use the union of all fibers as an input to ISOMAP. We use clustering and interpolation to provide a solution to this: First, based on 2 distances between the same feature vectors as in Sec. 3.2, k means selects a set of representative fibers on which ISOMAP is applied. Note that the clustering operates on the streamlines, which are much fewer than the number of all vertices, |S| |V|. For each vertex that was not part of the ISOMAP computation, the parameter value is found by localizing the k vertices that lie on representative bundles and are closest in MNI space. We then assign the weighted average of their BundleMAP parameter values, with inverse distance weights. At this stage, individual vertices are removed as outliers if their distance to the k-th nearest representative exceeds a threshold. An example that shows the resulting correspondences between three subjects is shown in Fig. 2. 
Feature Extraction and Selection
A straightforward way to derive a feature vector from a set of n fiber bundles would be to average the four widely used diffusion MR measures Fractional Anisotropy (FA), and Mean, Axial and Radial Diffusivity (MD/AD/RD) along each of the bundles, leading to a feature vector of size 4×n. However, if a disease only affects a small section of an elongated bundle, averaging over the full bundle will dilute its effect, leading to a weak feature.
Our BundleMAP parametrization allows us to avoid this by subdividing bundles into shorter segments, and averaging only over those. To this end, we normalize the BundleMAP coordinates to the [0, 1] interval, which we subdivide uniformly into b bins, and only average data for streamline vertices whose position along the manifold falls into the same bin.
The bins should be chosen small enough that some of them are dominated by the disease, yet large enough to introduce some amount of tolerance against imperfect between-subject correspondences. Since it is difficult to guess a good tradeoff a priori, and it might differ between bundles, we precompute features that correspond to different binnings, and we use feature selection to decide on the optimal bin width for each bundle as part of the training.
Based on the training data, we determine the Fisher score (i.e., the ratio of the between-class variance to the within-class variance) of each precomputed feature. For each bundle, we then identify the binning that has led to the feature with the largest Fisher score. In the final feature vector, we include all features that correspond to the selected number of bins. It has been demonstrated that, when cross-validation is used, performing feature selection as a pre-process can lead to a drastic overestimation of accuracy [6] . To avoid this, we select the number of bins as part of the cross-validation loop.
Results
We applied our method to a cohort of 56 subjects, of which 38 were patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 19 with neuropsychiatric symptoms (NPSLE), 19 without (non-NPSLE). The task was to reliably distinguish them from 18 age-matched healthy controls (HC) using supervised classification, based on dMRI data with 15 gradient directions at b = 800 s/mm 2 . Details on the cohort and protocol are given in [8] .
We included 15 different fiber bundles: Inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF l/r), superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF l/r), cingulum bundle (CING l/r), fornix (FOR l/r), anterior thalamic radiation (ATR l/r), corticospinal tract (CST l/r), as well as splenium, body, and genu of the corpus callosum (SPLE / BODY / GENU). We note that this selection includes fanning and curved bundles, which were adequately parameterized by our method.
Classification Accuracy
Since the different diffusion measures have vastly different scales, all features were normalized through a z transformation. Similar to [8] , the confounding effect of age was reduced by age correcting features using linear regression. After performing feature extraction and selection as described in Sec. 3.4, a linear support vector machine [9] (soft margin, with default C = 1) achieved a leaveone-out classification accuracy of 84% (HC vs. non-NPSLE) and 78% (HC vs. NPSLE), respectively. In agreement with previous work [8] , we were not able to reliably distinguish non-NPSLE from NPSLE based on the dMRI data (55% accuracy).
For comparison, we also tried classification based on averaging measures over the full bundles, i.e., without using the parametrization provided by our novel method. The resulting accuracy was only 59% (HC vs. non-NPSLE) and 54% (HC vs. NPSLE), indicating that the anatomical localization enabled by our BundleMAP coordinates clearly improves accuracy.
Similarly, our method improves upon a previous work, which has reported an accuracy of 70% for both cases on the same data [8] . This previous work has used a feature vector consisting of all voxels on the white matter skeleton, which is defined as part of the widely used Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS) [11] . This does not involve any spatial averaging, which makes it more sensitive to imaging noise and misalignments in the registration. It also leads to a much larger number of features (> 120, 000), which increases the risk of overfitting. In order not to increase this number even more, only Fractional Anisotropy was considered for classification in the previous work, while our approach also uses mean, axial, and radial diffusivities.
Anatomical Interpretability
Apart from achieving good accuracy, an additional benefit of our newly derived features lies in their anatomical interpretability. As explained in Sec. 3.4, our method computes a Fisher score for each bundle, which is large if the bundle is discriminative, i.e., along some part of the bundle, at least one diffusion measure differs greatly between groups, but exhibits low variance within each group.
For both conditions, Table 1 lists the five highest ranking bundles. Since Fisher scores were slightly different in each cross-validation fold, their average over all folds was used to create the ranking. The results for NPSLE agree well with the statistical maps shown in [8] : Four out of the five listed bundles are part of the prefrontal white matter region in which a statistically significant reduction in Fractional Anisotropy was reported previously.
In contrast, the top rated bundles in the non-NPSLE cohort differ from those in NPSLE, and there is almost no overlap with the regions in which Fractional HC vs.
ILF l ILF r SLF l SLF r CING l CING r FOR l FOR r NPSLE 6 (100%) 3 (81%) 6 (59%) 3 (70%) 7 (100%) 5 (86%) 3 (70%) 3 (97%) non-NPSLE 6 (86%) 5 (51%) 6 (95%) 7 (68%) 6 (100%) 5 (95%) 5 (92%) 5 (73%) HC vs.
ATR l ATR r CST l CST r SPLE BODY GENU NPSLE 2 (100%) 7 (100%) 7 (84%) 7 (95%) 3 (68%) 5 (100%) 7 (100%) non-NPSLE 2 (97%) 3 (68%) 6 (49%) 7 (97%) 4 (100%) 6 (84%) 7 (100%) Table 2 . The number of bins that is selected as optimal by our method depends on the bundle and condition, and is chosen in a stable manner.
Anisotropy (FA) was found to be significantly affected in the same cohort. This might be explained by the fact that, in addition to FA, our features also account for three other diffusion measures (MD, AD, RD) that have not been considered in [8] . Results from our BundleMAP approach suggest that white matter integrity in the fornix and cingulum might have a special role to play in the assessment of SLE patients; this should be investigated further in future studies.
Selecting the Number of Bins
In Section 3.4, we discussed a mechanism for selecting the exact number of bins into which diffusion measures along each fiber bundle should be aggregated. In our experiments, we set the maximum number the algorithm could select to seven; we also tried six and eight, and found that it had little effect on accuracy.
For each bundle, Table 2 reports the number of bins that was most frequently selected by our algorithm, along with the percentage of cross-validation folds that selected that exact number. In most cases, the number of bins is chosen in a stable manner. This is reassuring, since stability has been highlighted as a necessary and sufficient condition for learnability [10] .
The numbers in Table 2 vary between two and seven, confirming the need to adaptively set the number of bins. The numbers for many homologous bundles (left/right) are correlated. If symmetry is broken, this may indicate that disease affects the two hemispheres differently.
Conclusion
In order to use neuroimaging data in systems for disease detection, feature extraction is needed to make the rich information provided by diffusion MRI available to machine learning. In this work, we have proposed BundleMAP, an integrated framework to derive a novel feature vector from dMRI, using a carefully designed combination of image registration, fiber tractography, manifold learning, outlier removal, and feature selection. Our features outperform a previously published result, and can be interpreted in terms of brain anatomy.
In the future, we plan to apply our framework to a greater variety of diffusion MR studies, including ones that involve modern HARDI or multi-shell dMRI data, and to fuse our features with ones from other modalities, such as fMRI.
